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ØProposed Higher Level Mathematics Sequence

BOT POLICY NO. 6.12:
RETENTION AND PROMOTION
Advanced Promotion
The Board also recognizes that a student may progress at an advanced rate such that the student is prepared to pursue
coursework in a grade or subject area above the student’s corresponding grade level based on age. The principal and/or
a parent may initiate a request for a student to advance beyond the next grade level or in a particular subject area
beyond the next grade level. In responding to such a request, the principal will review all the data identified above for
promotion decisions as well as the following additional information:
• Teacher recommendations that include social-emotional aspects and maturity of the student, and the student’s
attitude toward learning and independent study in order to help determine the potential success of the student in the
promoted course/grade
• Documentation of additional academic work completed outside the normal classroom hours, and activities (academic
competitions, summer camps, advanced tutoring programs, and/or on-line coursework, etc.)
• If deemed necessary, performance on additional assessment(s) identified by the principal to determine the
appropriate placement of the student and the student’s ability to advance in the applicable coursework.

SECONDARY
CREDIT/ACCELERATION:
GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES
Westlake	
  Academy	
  recognizes	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  some	
  students	
  to	
  accelerate	
  within	
  a	
  course	
  sequence	
  
to	
  further	
  challenge	
  themselves.	
  	
  The	
  continuum	
  of	
  IB	
  programs	
  already	
  offers	
  advanced	
  
curriculum	
  at	
  all	
  levels.	
  	
  Credit/acceleration	
  does	
  not	
  allow	
  students	
  to	
  accelerate	
  for	
  the	
  purpose	
  
of	
  omitting	
  a	
  core	
  class	
  or	
  graduating	
  early.	
  	
  Students	
  cannot	
  accelerate	
  beyond	
  the	
  prerequisites	
  
for	
  the	
  Diploma	
  Programme (DP),	
  and	
  DP	
  classes	
  cannot	
  be	
  started	
  prior	
  to	
  grade	
  11.
Credit/Acceleration	
  by	
  examination	
  without	
  prior	
  instruction	
  is	
  offered	
  to	
  advance	
  students	
  in	
  
course	
  sequence	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  challenge	
  and	
  enrich	
  their	
  educational	
  plan,	
  provided	
  that	
  all	
  
prerequisites	
  are	
  satisfied.	
  	
  Due	
  to	
  state	
  testing	
  requirements,	
  the	
  following	
  courses	
  are	
  not	
  
eligible	
  for	
  credit/acceleration	
  purposes:	
  English	
  I,	
  English	
  II,	
  Biology,	
  Algebra	
  I	
  and	
  US	
  History.
Please note that credit/acceleration does not specifically prepare students for the next level of IB
courses. Once an accelerated credit is received, the student must remain in the more advanced level
course for the remainder of the year.

CURRENT SECONDARY
MATH SEQUENCE
Sequence

6th Grade

7th Grade

8th Grade

9th Grade

10th Grade

11th Grade

State

Grade 6 Math

Grade 7 Math

Grade 8 Math

Algebra 1

Geometry

Algebra 2

WA

Grade 6/7 Math
Grade 6/7 Math

Grade 7/8 Math
Grade 7/8 Math

Algebra 1
Algebra 1

Geometry
Math Lab*

Algebra 2
Math Lab*

AQR

IB Math Studies SL

Pre-Calculus

IB Mathematics SL

SL = Standard Level Math is double-blocked in Grades 6-8.
HL = Higher Level * Standardized Test Prep in the Spring Semester

12th Grade

SECONDARY
ADVANCED MATH SEQUENCE
Sequence

6th Grade

7th Grade

8th Grade

9th Grade

10th Grade

11th Grade

12th Grade

Advanced
(current)

Grade 6/7 Math
Grade 6/7 Math

Grade 7/8 Math
Grade 7/8 Math

Algebra 1
Algebra 1

Geometry

Algebra 2

Pre-Calculus

IB Mathematics SL
IB Mathematics HL

ACC-Pre-Calculus

IB Mathematics HL

IB Mathematics SL

IB Mathematics HL

Advanced
(proposed)

Grade 6/7 Math
Grade 6/7 Math

SL = Standard Level
HL = Higher Level

Grade 7/8 Math
Grade 7/8 Math

Algebra 1
Algebra 1

Geometry
Algebra 2

Pre-Calculus

LOCAL SAT COMPARISONS
Local School

EBRW

MATH

COMPOSITE

Westlake	
  Academy

645

606

1251

St.	
  Marks

730

770

1500

Ursuline

660

620

1280

Byron	
  Nelson HS

543

528

1071

Southlake	
  Carroll	
  HS

627

636

1261

EBRW
Middle	
  50%

MATH
Middle	
  50%

Fort Worth	
  Country	
  Day

600—700

570—690

Hockaday School

680—740

670—770

Local School

LOCAL ACT COMPARISONS
Local School

ENGLISH

MATH

READING

SCIENCE

COMP

Westlake	
  Academy

27.4

25.1

27.8

24.9

26.4

St.	
  Marks

34.2

33

33.9

33.1

33.5

Ursuline

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

28.2

Southlake	
  Carrol	
  HS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

27.1

Keller	
  HS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

24.2

Local School

Middle	
  50%

Fort Worth	
  Country	
  Day

27—32

Hockaday School

30—33

ARE OUR SENIORS COLLEGE READY?
Our students are college ready. Our college
completion data are impressive. The Academy’s
graduation rates more than doubles the national
average.

WHAT DETERMINES OUR EDUCATIONAL BELIEFS AND APPROACHES TO
LEARNING AT WA?
Westlake Academy’s approaches to teaching and learning reflects the IB philosophy. The approaches are
documented in the IB Standard and Practices (A: Philosophy, B: Organization & C: Curriculum).
IB PYP Standards ‘C 1, 2 and 3’ are designated to Curriculum. Within these standards the Teaching and
Learning section is designated C3 and has a number practices specific to the PYP.
C3. Teaching and Learning
9. Teaching and learning uses a range and variety of strategies.
10. Teaching and learning differentiates instruction to meet students’ learning needs and styles.
PYP Requirement a) The school provides for grouping and regrouping of students for a variety of
learning purposes.

HOW IS MATHEMATICS TAUGHT IN THE PYP?
In the PYP, math is taught
within two contexts.
Transdisciplinary context.
Transdisciplinary learning is
the exploration of a concept
that integrates the
perspectives of multiple
disciplines in order to
connect new knowledge and
deeper understanding to real
life experiences.
Stand-alone context. It is
also taught in stand-alone
units to ensure the coverage
of grade level TEKS.

Constructing Meaning
• Based on their previous experiences and
understanding, and by reflecting upon their
interactions with objects and ideas.
Transferring Meaning
• Symbolic notation can take the form of
pictures, diagrams, modelling with concrete
objects and mathematical notation.
Applying With Understanding
• Learners demonstrate and act on their
understanding through authentic activities
and independently select and use
appropriate symbolic notation to process and
record their thinking..
• Use of practical hands-on problem-solving
activities and realistic situations that provide
the opportunity to demonstrate mathematical
thinking.

How is the PYP preparing grade 5 students for the accelerated grade
6 program (grade 6 and half of grade 7)?
• Pre-assess students to find out
where they are in their learning
(prior knowledge and
experiences) – observation,
using manipulatives,
questionnaires, pencil and paper
‘find outs’, learning inventories,
or benchmarks.
• Instruction is then differentiated
to meet students’ learning needs
and styles.
• PYP teachers flexible grouping
and regrouping of students for a
variety of learning purposes.

• Developing deeper conceptual understandings
with Mrs. Nicole Bauer at the grade 5
transition point to MYP. This is achieved
through push in and pull-out enrichment
sessions for further depth and complexity.

FINDING OUT PRIOR LEARNING

HOW ARE WE OFFERING DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES?
Differentiation in the Classroom – Stemscopes (Science: Adaption)
The volume of a leaf
tells us how much
water and nutrients it
holds. Use division to
figure out the volume
of each leaf, and record
it in the table below.
The area of a leaf tells
us how broad or
narrow a leaf is. Use
multiplication to
calculate the area of
each leaf, and record it
in the table below

THE FOUNDATIONS OF NUMERACY
Grade 1 Observation

10
PLACE VALUE

37

Enrichment
using
fractions

NUMBER FACTS

PATTERN AND
FUNCTION

Divide your bottom rectangle in three
(3) equal parts. What are three (3)
numbers that you need to place in
these spaces to make 37? You cannot
use 0, 1 or 5

IB MATHEMATICS CONTINUUM

*
*

STAAR RESULTS AND DUKE TIP 2017
Grade Area
2017-2018

Mastered
Level

Eligible for Duke Tip (Talent
Identification Program)

Grade 4

55%

15

Grade 5

44%

16

Grade 6

57%

32

Mastered - an indication that students are expected to succeed in the next grade or course with little
or no academic intervention. Students demonstrate the ability to think critically and apply the
assessed knowledge and skills in varied contexts, both familiar and unfamiliar.

Developing PYP mathematics 2012-2017 – One data point
STAAR

Math
Passing
Mastery
WA
G3
WA
G4
WA
G5

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

90%
21%
96%
35%
96%
40%

97%
24%
89%
57%
93%
38%

100%
55%
97%
44%
100%
57%

New
TEKS

67%
9%
79%
14%
100%
49%

80%
22%
81%
10%
95%
42%

70%
16%
80%
26%
100%
41%

WHAT TYPE OF UNDERSTANDING
IS NEEDED IN MATHEMATICS?
• Enriching mathematics learning
through a
meaningful context,
rather than in isolation.
• Deeper conceptual
understanding,
rather than a surface
level of understanding.

It’s not that I am so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer.
Albert Einstein

CELEBRATE OUR IB MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS
The high level of achievement recorded by Westlake Academy
students on state-mandated assessments is indicative of the
work that our teachers and leadership have done with aligning
the written, taught and assessed curriculum. Our greater aim
has been to build a school culture where educators use data
continuously, collaboratively and effectively to improve
teaching and learning.

FROM A PYP PARENT….......NOVEMBER 2017
‘I want to send you a heart-felt message as a parent. Mrs. X is
absolutely magical. The light burning in my daughter this year is SO
bright. She is empowered, and she KNOWS she is a mathematician
and scholar. I cannot even put it into words. ….......... talks about her
own learning in such powerful and insightful ways. She brings expo
markers in the car to do math problems on the way to soccer (of her
own accord!). I find bits of paper strewn all over her room where she
has been writing out problems in her own time and space. It is
incredible. She is inspired.
..........wakes up each day with excitement for school. She initiates her
own continuous improvement.’

